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1. Introduction
The SILKC Path project’s objective is the implementation of a machine learning algorithm and
a web application that will interface it with final users. The application will enable european
professionals to easily find a training pathway to their next profession, by giving them suitable
recommendations of training, from the analysis of previous pathways followed by similar
people or by matching existing skills with skills needed for specific jobs.

One of the most important starting points for this project is to gather a representative set of
data (or dataset) from relevant users (datapoints), that will be sufficient to bootstrap a
machine learning algorithm.

Because machine learning works by analysing data in terms of “features” , it is important, in a1

context where data collection is a challenge , to be able to reduce some of the features’2

variability. As such (and as described in D2.1 Databases from European and national
initiatives), we have been forced to reduce our focus on specific end users groups.

As described in the Detailed Work Programme of our project, our first activity was to identify
the profiles of the learners and to consolidate beta-testers community, and we identified
early-on that there would be 2 main users groups:

- learners with pre-existing learning and career pathways, this group being involved from
the very start of the project in providing the data needed to bootstrap the machine
learning algorithm

- end-users with objectives of professional reorientations or job seekers, this group
being involved only once the platform is available in a first testable version

This document describes our decision process in regards to collecting the proper data (both
which data to collect and whom to collect it from).

2 the recent data protection regulations and COVID-19 crisis have had a considerable impact on our data collection efforts
1 elements that may differ from one datapoint to another
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2. Groups definition
One of the first tasks shared by the partners was to establish, more precisely than initially
described in our work programme, the differences between the expected user groups, so as
to better define ways to get to them and collect the necessary information from them.

Because of the goal of the project, we are mainly (not only) interested in:

● People in an age range that suggests they have some work experience: age > 25
preferred, but >17 acceptable

● People in an age range that suggests they could still be looking for a career change,
which also includes active people in their early retirement years: age < 65 preferred, but
<75 still acceptable

● Although the work programme defined that people surveyed should be from Poland and
Belgium, there was a significant impact to limiting the surveys to Belgium for
French-speaking people: Belgium has 3 national languages (French, Dutch (Flemish)
and German), and although the German population is not highly represented (only about
3 percents of the total population), the French-speaking people accessible by the
partner BeezNest mostly reside in France. Limiting the groups to Belgium would have a
significantly negative impact on the number of people accessible for data input. As such,
it was agreed that French-speaking people could also be accessed from France-based
sources by BeezNest.

2.1. Personal data collection

It was decided early on (and repeated through different meetings) that we do not need
personally identifiable data in the GDPR sense. Although we need some people to leave
contact information to stay in touch with them through the project, their answers do not have
to be linked to their personal details in any way, and we do not need personal details
because:

● Their collection can be perceived as intrusive
● We do not *need* the data (their collection and processing as part of the machine

learning algorithm input could generate a bias, or maintain existing biases - for example
a profession that is categorised as “mainly for man” could end up favouring male
candidates and only recommending specific pathways to specific gender-discriminated
profiles)3

● Their non-collection would, simply put, ease the complexity of the processes in particular
when considering GDPR

3 The team of statistical experts at OIC expressed unconformity regarding not collecting more personal data as they
believed it would become useful at a later stage. An agreement was worked out by leaving the possibility to collect
additional information through the final application (not this initial survey) at a later stage and after the proper
changes to GDPR documentation.



2.2. Group 1: learners with pre-existing learning and
career pathways
The purpose of the first group is to obtain information regarding pathways: actions taken,
from one professional situation to the next, by taking some training.

As such, members of this first group have to match the following criteria, additional to the
general criterias described in the previous section:

● They either have to have had a previous professional experience and a training
experience, or to have had a training experience and entered a first professional
experience.

● Preferably, they have been successful in their professional change (as we want to use
those successful experiences to serve as positive influencers for the machine learning
algorithm). However, this information is not practical to collect and a certain amount of4

manual processing will be necessary to determine whether the professional change was
successful.

● Their current job has to be one of 3 pre-selected jobs (see below).

Because of the way a machine learning algorithm works, we decided to try and focus on a
limited number of variables (translated to “features” in the machine learning sense), so as to
collect enough data to generate useful trends.

Collecting data on absolutely any type of job would certainly confuse the algorithm, until we
can collect more data and the amount of data compensates for the wide range of data points.

The data needed to generate a first “compilation” of the algorithm would be enough by
collecting about 500 results (indicative number provided by the UNIVPM partner), ideally for
each of the 3 selected jobs (see below), per country. However, the first results seemed to
indicate that this amount of information would be very difficult to collect considering the
complexity of the survey questions. This mostly due to the fact that the profiles we are looking
for require a very precise identification process.

After some work on Work Package 2 (lead by OIC), with the goal of compiling data from the
available skills and jobs frameworks, we decided it would be acceptable to focus on 3 careers
that are both in high demand and considered jobs of the future.

This analysis resulted in an agreement between the 4 partners on the following careers, with
some flexibility due to the fact that a career name doesn’t always mean the exact same in all
languages, and that we want to focus mainly on a certain set of skills, not specifically on a

4 The team of statistical experts at OIC confronted that idea and wanted to collect information such as the time spent
in each profession. This was solved by leaving the possibility to collect that information through the application at a
later stage.



career, but that careers are the most useful unit of “skills package” available to us at present:

● Accountant/Financial expert
● Bus/Truck driver
● Carer for the elderly

Those 3 careers were deemed relatively common, and so reasonably accessible (as
population), to all partners. However, data from Poland would be more relevant considering user
testing (on a similar population) would happen there.

2.3. Group 2: end-users with objectives of professional
reorientations, or job seekers
The objective of the second group is to obtain information about their experience in our
application. As such, this group doesn’t require the same urgency in terms of data collection
as the first group, although it is important to define it.

This second group should be composed of people who are (at the time of their participation
in this project) in search of the skills needed to change their career path and who are ready to
use the application to obtain relevant information towards this goal.

There is no additional criteria for this group than the ones defined at the beginning of this
chapter.

In the context of the application itself, we will ask users to leave some contact information (at
least an e-mail address) in order to create their account and maintain some contact with
them. In those cases, and in direct opposition to the data collection for the initial survey, this
contact information will be used in a way that could identify users personally. As such, GDPR
terms should be defined before the first release of the application.

These users, in the early days of the application, could be restricted to known users
(customers, contacts, etc). This will be further defined during O2, where the application starts
to take shape.

3. Reach
Based on the profiles defined above, the partners in Poland and Belgium worked on reaching
partners and interested organisations to organise the collection of information needed from
Group 1 users for the project.

BeezNest (Belgium) estimated to be able to reach 900 users in the field of accounting from
one external partner (EFC, France) and an undefined number of learners (estimated to be
around 200) in the field of bus/truck drivers (Promotrans, France). Conversations started with
other partners at the time of writing this report to get more people involved, but all external
partners abandoned ship or reduced their numbers considerably before the release of the



survey due to GDPR and non-competition concerns.

OIC (Poland) said it would be contacting its partners and students, for an as-of-yet-undefined
number of users.

It is noted that people reached are not necessarily people who will answer the survey. In a
first attempt at getting survey answers, BeezNest had a very low answer rate with only 9
answers out of more than 3000 invitations (0.3% answer rate).

At the time of this report , survey answers have not been obtained in relevant numbers yet.5

The 900 people dataset of BeezNest was reduced by the external partner to 450 and only
yielded 4 results (less than 1%). Other external partners continued negotiations with
BeezNest to invite their users to answer but did not approve it in the end. Both external
partners related to bus/truck drivers specifically mentioned it would be difficult to get
someone of the truck/bus driver profile to answer a survey (to read structured information),
not even taking into account the large number of questions it contains.

4. Questionnaire
The questionnaire to individuals consisted in the following questions

Num Question Type

01 How old are you? Dropdown

02 In which country do you live? Multiple choise w/ “other”

03 In what city do you reside? Multiple choise w/ “other”

04 What is your mother tongue? Multiple choise w/ “other”

05 When did you start your last training/course? Multiple choice

06 What is your highest level of study now? Multiple choice

07 What was your status on the labour market, previous to
your last training/course?

Multiple choice

08 What was your previous job title (before your last
training)?

Open

09 What was the industry you were working in before your
last training?

Multiple choice

5 Context: early weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic when many organisations were re-organising all their
processes, including communication with their employees, increasing the awareness about “unnecessary”
communication with them as they were already trying to communicate efficiently to maintain business as
usual while most national rules were forcing remote work.



10 What is your current status on the labour market? Multiple choice

11 What is your current job title (after your last training)? Open

12 What is the industry you are working in now (after your
last training)?

Multiple choice

13 What is your income range (per year, in Euros)? Multiple choice

14 What was the title of your last training? Open

15 In which of the following would you categorize your last
training?

Multiple choice

16 What was the name of the organization in which you
followed this last training?

Open

17 In which language did you follow this last training? Multiple choice

18 Can you share a link to, or paste here, the program of the
training?

Open

19 In number of hours, what was the duration of this last
training?

Multiple choice

20 In which months of which year did you follow this
training?

Open

21 Was the training/course free to you? Multiple choice

22 Did this training provide any kind of official
qualification/certification that could be useful to you?

Multiple choice

23 In which city did you follow this training? Multiple choice

24 Have you ever used skills matching tools? Yes / No

25 If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, which
one?

Open

26 What did you like about it/those? Open

27 What did you NOT like about it/those? Open

28 Were those tools useful? Yes / No

29 Have you ever used job finding platforms to find a job? Yes / No

30 If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, which
one?

Open

31 What did you like about it/those? Open

32 What did you NOT like about it/those? Open



33 Were those tools useful? Yes / No

34 Have you ever used platforms to find training
opportunities?

Yes / No

35 If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, which
one?

Open

36 What did you like about it/those? Open

37 What did you NOT like about it/those? Open

38 Were those tools useful? Yes / No

39 What features would you like to see in a training
recommendation platform?

Open

The report on this survey can be found in other documents of this project.
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